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THE ROLE OF YOUTH IN MODERN SOCIETY 
 
Youth – is a huge intellectual potential of the media, special abilities to be creative (sensitivity, 
perception, enhanced creative thinking and imagination, the pursuit of fantasy, looseness, sharp memory, 
mind game etc. 
Each age group in society has its own role and this is important in many different ways. Youth as a 
description of a sector of society has many definitions depending on the perspective being used. For the 
purpose of this discussion, youth will be considered the stage of life involving transition into adulthood. 
Young people are often consider to represent the future as they bring new ideas and energy to add to 
the pool of the knowledge that currently exists. They can bring enthusiasm and vitality, which can lead to 
new discoveries and developments that can benefit society or even the world at large. 
The main analysis in the sphere of society, sport, culture. 
Youth in culture. Education and culture are the basis of modern society. Their high level – the key to 
development, the rate of civilization and the country’s international prestige. Cultural development provides 
the necessary preconditions for political, social, economic and spiritual education of citizens. Therefore, the 
right to education and access to culture in the modern world are considered, as the most important human 
rights are no less important than the political or economic rights. For  
example: 
Duet Uzari&Maimuna – representative of Belarus at Eurovision-2015. At the international song 
contest “Eurovision-2015” in Vienna (Austria), Belarus will present the winners of the national qualifying 
round Uzari&Maimuna. 
Youth in Sport. The vast majority of public opinion polls of young people who play sports, indicate 
that sport contributes to the formation of the initial ideas about life, society and the world. Directly in the 
sport most practical and, at the same time, pronounced the most important for modern society values such as 
equality of chances for success, striving to be the first to win not only rival, but also its weaknesses: fear, 
shyness, insecurity and laziness. 
Thus, sport occupies a prominent place in the life of a young person. It is difficult to overestimate the 
role of physical fitness for the full development of the younger generation, because regular exercise 
strengthens not only health, but also harden a person’s character and fortitude. Sport contributes to the unity 
of the people brings a lot of positive emotions, brings the spirit of patriotism. The example can be: 
Victoria Azarenka from Belarus became the country’s first tennis. 
Darya Domracheva has emerged as one of the top competitors in women’s biathlon. 
Conclusion. Youth are back bone to the nation. They can change the future of the society with their 
well being and courageous behavior. Those of you are in age of teen, You have a choice. You can allow 
yourselves to stay your course and do nothing or you can rise above what the cynics around you expect and 
go get educated or get jobs. Show the older generation they are wrong about you. Let them know you have 
intelligence and skills. Show yourself what you are made of. You might be surprised at how proud of 
yourself you become with even the smallest of accomplishments. I can tell you that nothing can happen if 
you do not try bad or good. You will not become rich overnight either way but at least if you make an effort, 
then you have begun your journey to your dreams. 
 
 
